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Attacks on neuropbilosopby: Reid and Coleridge

To talk of an association between psychical particulars is to utter mere nonsense.
These particulars in the first place have got no permanence; their life endures for a
fleeting moment ... There is no Hades where they wait in disconsolate exile, till
association announces resurrection and recall ...
(F.H. Bradley, Principles ofLoaic (1883), in Passmore 1968: 164)

Introduction
In 1824 Dugald Stewart praised his compatriots' attitude to associationism,
with its materialistic tendencies: in Scotland, he wrote with pride, the
systems ofHartley and Charles Bonnet have been 'uniformly treated with the
contempt they deserve' (in Tomaselli 1984b: 435; cf. Hoeldtke 1967: 55-9).
But Thomas Reid's attacks on associationism were not driven solely by distaste for materialism. Despite Reid's vast metaphysical and aesthetic
differences with Samuel Taylor Coleridge, their critiques ofHartle ian neurophilosophy derive from the same horror. Their fear was not the modern one
that associationist models of memory and mind are too mechanistic, too
passive, to catch the rich personal complexity ofcognition: rather, they complain, such models attribute too much activity to memory traces, activity which
cannot be controlled by reason, will, or unified self. Mind, Coleridge warned,
must not be passive, 'a lazy Looker-on', but must truly govern as a spiritual
ruler (in Sysak 1993: 67).
Along with Bentham, says John Skorupski (1993: 3), Reid and Coleridge are
the 'great names in the interregnum in British philosophy between Hume and
Mill' . I want to show the lengths to which great men would go in fleeing dangerous distributed models ofmemory.
Reid's interests in science did not extend to sympathy for brain theories. He
gave muted praise to Whytt's conclusion that '"true physiology" both proves
the existence of an immaterial soul, and "leads us up to the first cause and
Supreme Author of all"' (Wood 1995: 21), but was consistently sceptical of
, [all existing] hypotheses concerning the nerves and the brain' . Reid correctly
took a psychophysiology of 'undulations of animal spirits' to underlie
Locke's and H ume' s theories ofideas as much as it did Descartes': further, he
saw that neurophysiological theories of memory had direct and morally
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unpleasant implications for personal identity (Reid, Essays II: 245-57, III:
339-60).1
My use ofColeridge's critique of Hartley in Biographia litera ria requires more
justification. His are not the clearest philosophical criticisms, but they reveal a
deeply felt rejection of the implications of association for dearly defended
values and beliefs, significant in understanding the reception and the perceived threat of neurophilosophical associationism and distributed models
then and now. 2
Coleridge's resistance to mechanism has recently been used to attack all
trace theories of memory. Coleridge's critique is 'one of the grandparents of
contemporary phenomenological and "humanistic" psychological critiques'
in 'the lineage of German Idealism, which never succumbed to the allures of
the machine' (Krell 1990: 84-5; compare Walls 1982: 271-3). But to the extent
that Coleridge understands the mechanistic models he attacks, his critique
rests on exactly the requirements of (allegedly natural) order, rationality,
fidelity, and discipline in memory which Krell and other opponents of crude
storehouse models otherwise rightly want to reject.
I question the legitimacy of thus simply invoking these critics in support of
modern attacks on neurophilosophy, of praising Reid's scepticism about
memory traces as 'well ahead of his time' (Wilcox and Katz 198ra: 238; BenZeev 1990), without also embracing his extreme mind/body dualism and his
strong views on the unity ofthe self. IfReid achieved a 'refutation ofthe storage
theory' (Lehrer 1989: ch. 8), it was, as he keenly accepted, at the cost of dropping the idea ofexplanation and buying into non-physical souls and truly originary free will. Modern critics who wish to dispense with traces must either take
on the whole package ofincorporeal souls, free will, and inexplicable memory,
or find an alternative theory to do the jobs which God, soul, and free will once
did.
This historical work is the first step in my attempt to dissolve, bypass, or
answer philosophical objections to distributed models of memory traces. As
well as criticisms which suggest some internal incoherence or explanatory
inadequacy in trace theories (chapter 16 below), a common form of criticism
As well as Reid's Essays, I use his earlier notes on Joseph Priestley's edition of Hartley
(Reid 1775/1995): Wood (1995: 35-6, 249-51) describes the context in which these notes
were wrirten, and (1995: 20-56) summarises Reid's other manuscripts on physiology and
materialism. Thanks to David Raynor for first sending me copies of this material, and to
Derek Brookes (whose outstanding editions of Reid's Inquiry and Essays should soon be
published) for conversation and help on Reid.
2 For Coleridge's changing attitudes to Hartley see Christensen 1981: ch. 2. His rejection
of associationism is usually dated to 1801, when he wrote to Thomas Poole that he had
'overthrown the doctrine ofAssociation, as taught by Hartley, and with it all the irreligious
metaphysics of modern Infidels' (1956-71: VO!.2, 706-7): but a more uncertain
development is traced by Christensen (1981: 76-95), Holmes (1990: 3°°), and Sysak
(1993: 64-7 2 ).
I
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takes the form of a transcendental argument. If Hartleian associationism,
say, is true, then, according to the critic, something (x) would be impossible:
but we humans have x, so therefore associationism is false. Here x can be
any of a number of things, such as continuity of self, free will or free agency,
rationality, spiritual unity, control over one's memories, moral responsibility,
consciousness, self-consciousness, invention or creativity, individual autonomy, and so on. When the critics, from Digby and Glanvill through Reid
and Coleridge to modern enemies of distributed models, impose requirements ofstrict cognitive discipline on psychological theories of memory, they
tend to see the only alternative to such order as mere babble or cognitive
anarchy.

14.1 The preservation of motions in the brain
Critics of Descartes , theory of memory (chapter 5) denied that either patterns
of animal spirit flow or the structure of brain fibres could be enduringly
modified by experience. The same worry surfaces in Reid and Coleridge.
'Philosophers suppose, without any evidence, that ... the impression on the
brain continues, and is permanent' (Reid, Essays II!.7: 354a). Although, Reid
notes, the brain 'has been dissected times innumerable by the nicest
anatomists' , it has proved impossible to find any 'vestige of an image of any
external object' (I!.4: 256b). The brain is 'the most improper substance that
can be imagined for receiving or retaining images, being a soft, moist,
medullary substance' (lI.4: 256b). There is no evidence that 'the impression
made upon the brain in perception [even if, contra Reid, there was one] remains
after the object is removed' (II!. 7: 354a). Reid thinks it unlikely that any
impressions are permanent, or that, 'when the cause is removed, the effect
continues. The brain surely does not appear more fitted to retain an impression than the organ and nerve' (II!.7: 354a). He rejects not just mentalistic
image theories ofmemory, but any notion that experience leaves physiological
traces.
So no reference to the brain will be truly explanatory. Even if 'a certain
constitution or state of the brain is necessary to memory', and even ifmedicine
discovered how to preserve 'that temperament of the brain which is favourable
to memory, and [how to remedy] the disorders of that temperament', this
knowledge of ' that state of the brain which causes memory' would yet leave us
'as ignorant as before how that state contributes to memory' (II!.7: 354a).
Knowledge ofcauses is not understanding: alleged causal explanation is 'to no
purpose - memory remains unaccountable', just another series of facts
'inscrutable to the human understanding' (IlI'7: 354b, 355a; compare Inquiry
II.3, Reid 1764/1970: 25). Reid will discuss only 'things obvious and certain
with regard to memory', of which there are few: like some other 'direct real-
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ists', he allows only for criticism of existing theories, rejecting any possibility
of an alternative positive account. 3 Causal theories are rejected to the remarkable extent that Reid sees no differences between our knowledge ofthe past and
ofthe future.
Reid's attack on neurophiIosophical explanation derives from his brand of
substance dualism. Reid does not need explanations or theories of cognitive
processes: he is more consistent than Descartes, whom he praises as 'the first
who drew a distinct line between the material and the intellectual world' (Essays
II.8: 270), in refusing to countenance any potentially boundary-blurring
scientific hypotheses or theoretical entities. Reid includes far more than
Descartes did in the category of the unambiguously mental, and had earlier
worried at Descartes' tendency to spiritualize body (Inquiry VII, Reid 1764/
1970: 260). Itmust be acknowledged
that we know not what that State of the Brain is which we call a Sound State,
and which is necessary to the exercise of our Mental Powers; nor do we know
what are the changes from this sound State by which Memory Reason or any
other Mental Power is injured. There may be changes in the Brain that hurt our
faculties without producing any Ideas that correspond to those changes ...
(Reid 1775/1995: 153)

This may seem sensible caution: there can be non-cognitive physiological
disturbances which make no mental difference. But Reid continues:
On the other hand although very intense thinking or violent passions of the
Mind may sometimes produce changes in the Brain: it by no means follows
that every Idea that passes in the Mind has a corresponding change in the Brain
which attends it. (1775/1995: 153)

This substance dualism, belief in the possibility of mental differences
without any physical differences, is one source of resistance to trace theory
which was not so apparent in the earlier critics. It fuels Reid's attacks on theories of brain processes which would allow the blending together ofmind and
matter, so that it might be 'impossible to say where the one ends and the other
3 John Yolton (1984b: 184-5) contends that 'Reid did not reject all physiology'. He rightly
points out Reid's acceptance that physical impressions which correspond to perceptions
are necessary for perception: but it is exactly the use which Hartley and others make of such
correspondences and correlations between physical and mental states to which Reid
objects. Reid allows this much to a truly empirical pure neuroscience just to ensure that it
will be cordoned off, irrelevant to cognition. Giving necessary and sufficient conditions
for perception or cognition is for Reid, as for modem 'direct realists' (Michell 1988: 2.47;
chapter IS below), not even an approach to an explanation of perception or cognition. A
proto-functionalist interpretation of Reid's vaunted nescience (Lehrer 1989: ch. 8) is that
Reid assumes that operations of the mind, including the 'faculty' of memory, could have
been realised in ways other than they in fact are if God had so willed: but this is no reason
to claim that we learn nothing about them by understanding how they are in fact realised in
us. On Reid's philosophy of mind see also Gallie 1989; Smith 1990.
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begins' (Essays 11.8: 270).4 Before turning to an attack on Hartley's vibration
theory, Reid refers to Descartes' use of hollow-nerve theory and animal spirits
'going and returning in the nerves' to explain muscular motion, perception,
memory, and imagination. He mocks Descartes' descriptions, 'as if he had
been an eye-witness of these operations', and concludes that there is no
confirming evidence for spirits and hollow nerves (11.3: 248b). Reid thus
devotes critical attention instead to Newtonian models ofether or vibrations in
solid nerves. The dualistic motivation for attacking both models is explicit in a
later unpublished paper on muscular motion:
Animal spirits ... and vibrations in an elastick Ether which pervades all Bodies
are all Hypotheses, and like all other Hypotheses in Philosophy labour under
two defects. First they suppose the Existence of certain things ofwhose existence we have no Evidence, and Secondly when they are supposed to exist they
do not account for the phenomena they are brought to explain ... [Nervous
transmission and muscular motion cannot] be accounted for by any laws of
Mechanism we know. It is something beyond Mechanism and of a superior
Nature. (In French 1981: 133-4, n. 44)

This is no invitation to vitalism: in addition to the narrow Newtonian strictures on caution with hypotheses, Reid wants to refer sensation and motion
directly to the non-physical soul.
Coleridge too rejects the possibility that motions could be preserved in the
nervous system. Physical dispositions, central to distributed models of
memory, are ridiculed:
the possibility ofsuch a disposition in a material nerve ... seems scarcely less
absurd than to say, that a weathercock had acquired a habit of turning to the
east, from the wind having been so long in that quarter. (BL VI: 214)

This is the culmination of Coleridge's attack on all existing psychophysiologies. The Cartesian 'theory of nervous fluids and material configurations' merely 'obscured the truth' (BL v: 208), and Descartes' introduction of
'material ideas, or certain configurations of the brain, which were as so many
moulds to the influxes of the external world' was a 'fanciful hypothesis' (BL v,
209-10, n. I). He rejects in one purple passage Hobbes' 'successive particles
propagating motion like billiard balls', all 'nervous or animal spirits' or 'living
and intelligent fluids, that etch and re-etch engravings on the brain', 5 Hartley's
oscillating ether in solid fibres, and two notions of'yet more recent dreamers'.
4 This clearly shows the difference between Reid and, say, Henry More, who was equally
concerned with defending the immateriality of the soul. Where More happily accepted
churning animal spirits construed merely as instruments of soul (chapter 7, section 7.2
above), Reid rejects all intermediary entities: only God and mind can be active.
5 Coleridge referred only metaphorically to his own 'animal Spirits' which corrected his
friend Poole's melancholy (Holmes 1990: 294).
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These are the suggestions of'chemical compositions by elective affinity', and
of ' an electric light ... which rises to the brain ... and there, disporting in
various shapes, as the balance of plus and minus, or negative and positive, is
destroyed or re-established, images out both past and present' (BL Y, 2II).
Aristotle's account of association is praised just because it has no spirits or
fluids or ethers or chemicals, Coleridge thinking that Aristotle dualistically
separated ideas entirely from material motion (BL Y, 2U).
Coleridge provides one extended argument against Hartley (one, he claims,
of 'a hundred possible confutations'), which starts by reminding us that
Hartley's ideas are 'appropriate configurative vibrations' (BL VI: 214).6 The
same idea-vibration cannot be produced both (in perception) by an external
object and (in memory) by another associated idea-vibration (originally caused
by a different object). It cannot be the same idea-vibration, unless 'different
causes may produce the same effect'. It becomes clear that Coleridge is thinking
here only ofa localist storehouse model memory when he goes on to reject 'the
pre-existence of the ideas, in any chain of association, as so many differently
coloured billiard-balls in contact, so that when an object, the billiard-stick,
strikes the first or white ball, the same motion propagates itselfthrough the red,
green, blue and black, and sets the whole in motion' (BL VI: 214). But Hartley did
not take ideas to pre-exist: they rather are excited or evoked, or 'rise in succession', because many are superpositionally stored in the same physical subsystem. Coleridge's criticism would apply more justly to models ofmemory like
Hooke's coils (chapter 5 above).
When Coleridge grants, for the sake ofargument, the possibility ofdispositions being acquired by nervous substance, he again addresses a local model
(BL VI: 214). If'every idea has its own nerve and correspondent oscillation' in a
one-to-one correspondence, it would have to have an infinity ofconnections to
all other ideas with which it could be associated, and there would be no
explanation for the arising of any particular vibration. All predispositions in
memory somehow have to be always equally active or present: representations
must be explicitly tokened to have causal influence on processing.
Yet Coleridge does have some grasp of distributed memory. He also
addresses the case in which every idea does not have its own single 'nerve and
correspondent oscillation'. Then, 'every nerve having several dispositions,
when the motion of any other nerve is propagated into it, there will be no
ground or cause present, why exactly the oscillation m should arise, rather
than any other to which it was equally predisposed' (BL VI: 214). It would be

6 This argument,like much of Coleridge's historical material, was borrowed without
acknowledgement directly from a I797 analysis of associationism by Maass (Christensen
I98I: ch. 3). Krell (I990: 84-5) simply quotes the first paragraph of the argument without
critical comment as a refutation of the associationist fiction.
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inexplicable, Coleridge argues, why a nerve involved in distributed representation, which takes part in the (dispositional) storage of several ideas, should at
any particular time take part in the actualising or rendering active and explicit
one of those idea-vibrations and not others. He does not acknowledge the
particularity of motions which Hartley assumed would evoke idea-vibrations,
motions which can arise from sensory input or from elsewhere in the cognitive
system. There is no reason to restrict analysis ofa distributed-memory system
to its activity at a particular time. Just because such memories are mainly
implicit as dispositions, explanations will refer to the context and history ofthe
system to discover why particular input or ongoing processing leads to the
reconstruction ofcertain patterns rather than others. 7

14.2 Reconstruction and the persistence ofideas
Reid had already applied similar concerns in a more thoroughgoing fashion to
all existing theories of memory. He reiterates that even the discovery of traces
(impossible as that might be) would 'not in any degree account for memory'
(Essays III. 7: 353 b-354a). What is missing is how such persisting impressions,
should they exist, would produce their effects. What is the required relation
between the trace and retrieval cue? Reid too, at first, takes localist models as
his target, assuming that trace theorists require the actual, explicit activation
pattern to be continually present from experience to remembering. He complains that on such a view the (permanent) impression or trace should always be
causing remembering. How could the effect (the remembering) cease, while
the cause (the active trace) remains? The trace, in order not to produce its effect
continually, would have to be 'like an inscription which is sometimes covered
with rubbish, and on other occasions made legible', to explain the phenomena
of remembering after long intervals (III.7: 354a-b). Distributed representation is not considered here, for this would remove the force ofReid's rhetoric: a
distributed trace is not like a permanent inscription, for it is not explicit when
unactivated, and requires the complicity ofthe present context.
Reid moves on to examine Locke's account of memory, praising him for
speaking 'with more reserve than the ancients' about brain impressions as the
cause ofmemory. Reid takes the repository model of the first edition ofLocke's
Essay to be merely figurative. He engages seriously with Locke's second
account, on which ideas are nothing when not perceived 'and therefore can

7 Krell moves from these arguments of Coleridge's straight to a critique of contemporary
neurophysiology, including the charge that its models of memory are unable to take time
seriously, being stuck in an outdated Newtonian world of ' separate sectors of space and
time, atomic units of matter, and linear causality through contiguity' (1990: 86). Krell's
neglect of old and new distributed models leads him thus to collapse all trace theories
and all sciences of memOIY into monolithic storehouse models.
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neither be laid up in a repository, nor drawn out ofit' (I1L7: 355a-b). Taking
this 'literally and philosophically', Reid notes an ambiguity in Locke's model
over the problem of the identity of distributed memory traces, and takes the
ambiguity to be sufficient refutation ofLocke. He argues that
[it is] as difficult to revive things that have ceased to be anything, as to lay them
up in a repository, or to bring them out ofit. When a thing is once annihilated,
the same thing cannot be again produced, though another thing similar to it
may ... [I] t follows, that an ability to revive our ideas or perceptions, after they
have ceased to be, can signify no more but an ability to create new ideas or perceptions similar to those we had before. (III. 7: 355 b)

Ideas which are 'actually nowhere', in Locke's terms, cannot remain in our
memory and actually be themselves recalled: they must be other, fresh ideas
which are created, and the mind must really 'paint them anew upon itself'. This
might be construction, but it is notreconstruction.
For Locke's system to elicit true memory, thinks Reid, a further act of the
mind is required, to perceive similarity between present and past ideas: the
mind needs separate access to the past ideas (it must 'already have the memory
of what they were'). But if this is possible, there is no need for the present
revived idea, which then drops out, redundant. This circularity objection to
trace theories pinpoints the difficulty ofreidentifying traces over time which is
particularly pressing for distributed models: ifideas or memories have to be
reconstructed, in what sense do they persist? How is remembering really connectingwith the past?
The problem ofthe persistence ofideas had consequences for personal identity. If psychological states like ideas and memories do not persist, how could
there be any psychological continuity ofself? Reid and Coleridge reject immanent solutions, because the context of memory theory is concern about the
permanence of the self, important for its implications for resurrection and
eternal accountability. Locke's paradox of ideas which are actually nowhere
and yet can be revived is exactly parallel to a 'contradiction' which Reid finds in
Priestley, that 'the whole man becomes extinct at death, and yet survives the
grave' (1775/1995: 134). Priestley held an unorthodox view that new 'organical
structures' are produced at the resurrection: this, complains Reid, is a cue for
atheism (and thus social disorder), for it would be impossible to know whose
organical structure was reconstructed, to be sure that future judgement would
justly track current action. 'The doctrine, that a man may survive his total
Extinction, and may be drawn forth out of the Limbus of Nonexistence to a
second Scene of Existence' depends on the absurd notion of unconscious
ideas:
Whereas other philosophers have held that men have no Ideas when they do
not think, the Dr finds that we have Ideas when we think nothing about them.
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Now, ifIdeas may exist without thought, it seems an easy consequence that
Sensations of pleasure or pain may exist when they are not feit, Actions when
they are not acted ... and perhaps our Ideas Sensations and ... Actions are at
Death embalmed and preserved during the State of Nonexistence between
Death and the Resurrection, & are then united to the new organical Structure
then formed. This seems to be the onely way in which this new-formed being
can have an interest in what was thought & done & suffered & enjoyed by its
predecessor. (1775/1995: 135-6)
Eschatology is, if anything, more important to philosophy of mind in Reid
than it was in the seventeenth century. The alleged survival of ideas ('which
were before thought to be as transient as Time itself') in the unconscious, such
that a person can have a numerically identical idea on different occasions, is
mocked, as Reid argues from the implausibility offeeling the same pain today I
did 'half a year ago' to the absurdity of having the same idea now as that I had
yesterday. He thinks that unconscious ideas are incompatible with the
Hartleian neurophysiology:
Whether Vibrations and Vibratiuncles have the same permanent Nature [as
ideas], Dr Priestly does not inform us. Vibrations have hitherto been believed
to be Successive & in a perpetual flux. And ifthat be so it might be expected that
Ideas which are the Effects of Vibrations should not be permanent. But
however this may be, Ideas retain their Identity. How long we are not told.
(1775/1995: 135)"

Butthis is justto ignore Hartley's talkof'traces or dispositions ofmind' (OM
37, I.i.2, prop. 8; chapter 13 above) which are left in the brain after experience
and can later cause the reconstruction, the rising in succession, of'diminutive
Vibrations' which have directions, frequencies, oscillations, and places similar
to those ofthe originals.
Opponents ofassociationism needed some alternative way for present states
of mind to gain access to the past. Coleridge bypasses the problems about the
persistence ofideas differently, through a spiritual idealism. It is probable, he
says, that 'all thoughts are in themselves imperishable' since nothing of the
activities of a 'living spirit', of ' that living chain of causes, with all the links of
which ... the free-will, our only absolute Self, is co-extensive and co-present',
can ever pass away (BL VI, 217). Hartley's ideals of , self-annihilation' clashed
with Coleridge's beliefin this 'absolute Self' (Haven 1959). Again, the denial of
memory in motions of matter is backed by resort to a unified non-physical self.
Coleridge also makes the same links as Reid here to issues of resurrection and
8 In a passage which is not in the Reid manuscript and so may be an editorial addition, the
'extravagant conceit' that ideas can survive 'independendy of the mind's conceptions' is
argued to be a great departure from the 'established doctrine ofideas', and incompatible
even with Hardey, since Hardey took it that when a vibratiuncle ceases, the idea ceases too
(1775/6: 383-4).
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responsibility: the bringing before a human soul of'the collective experience of
its whole past existence' may exactly be 'the dread book of judgment, in the
mysterious hieroglyphics ofwhich every idle word is recorded' (BL VI: 217). 9 An
allegedly firmer, less fragile, incorporeal memory transcendentally guarantees
the identity of the absolute self, and ultimate moral responsibility. If the
memory process was, as Hartley thought, diminutive vibrations rising in
succession in the medullary substance ofthe brain, the foundations ofmorality
and religion would be undermined.

14.3 Eliminativism and the self
Whereas Hartley was 'a warm friend to religion and morals' (Reid 1775/ 6: 47),
Priestley uses neurophilosophical associationism as ammunition for the
elimination ofthe mind. Seeing mind as 'onlyan incumbrance to the system' he
has thrown it out (Reid 1775/1995: 134). In this section I want to look not at
arnuments against throwing out the mind, but at the interconnectedness of a
batch of properties, properties which Reid and Coleridge think it obvious that
humans have, and which they think eliminativists deny. It is hard to hive off a
narrow part ofcommon-sense psychology, whether as entirely non-theoretical
or as embodying easily defensible theory, from wider ranging, culturally
embedded beliefs which also seem like 'common sense'. Even to say that the
particular religious and ethical concerns which constituted folk psychology in
Reid's and Coleridge's times are no longer part ofit now is to accept the theoretical and speculative nature of the self-conception evident in the 'common
sense' ofa historical period.
Ethical issues are central. Ifa theory ofthe mind/brain threatens established
moral beliefs, the theory is in trouble. Reid believes that the Priestley/Hartley
theory would overthrow ethics by removing the possibility ofaltruism: if'disinterested passions' were learnt only by association with our interests, in the
same way as is love ofmoney, then we should surely 'be ashamed ofthem in ourselves, and ... despise or pity them in others' (1775/1995: 140-1). Priestley,
complains Reid, simply ignores opposing moral theorists such as 'the best
ancient Philosophers, or Shaftesbury Hutcheson Butler and many others
among the Moderns' (1775/1995: 140). His system makes evil the work ofGod,
denies the possibility ofsin, and overturns distinctions between virtue and vice:
the beliefs and practices which keep society together would crumble were
associationism true. 'The Love of Parents , Children, Friends, Country, nay of
the Supreme Being himself would upon this System be the weaknesses of

9 Krell (1990), in his use of Coleridge against trace theories, neglects to mention this
alternative location of memories in incorporeal spirit, in 'the body celestial instead of
the body terrestrial' (BL VI: 217).
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human Nature, and the effect ofAssociacions which pervert the Judgment .. .'
(1775/1995: 141). Implied, obviously, is the retort that such social bonds are
natural, not merely the effects of association, and so that the associationist
account oftheir social construction is misguided. 10 By yielding to materialism,
Priestley has been brought 'to think the Mind an Burthen & incumbrance upon
Hartleys scheme' (Reid 1775/1995: 154).
Coleridge too thinks it obvious that associationism leads to the elimination
of the will, of rationality, the soul and the self, art and agency, and to the
destruction of the foundations of morality and religion. Already in an 1803
notebook he had seen the necessary direction of his efforts: 'I will at least make
the attempt to explain to myselfthe Origin ofmoral Evil from the strea m!I Nature
of Association' (Coleridge 1957-1961: vol. I, 1770; Christensen 1981: 90-1,
268). The law of association ('if law it may be called, which would itself be a
slave of chances') makes will, reason, judgement, and understanding mere
creatures of association, subordinating our lives to the despotisms of sensation and passive memory, and reducing us all to the level of the light-headed
(chapter II above). Itis incompatible 'with even that appearance ofrationality
forced upon us by the outward phaenomena of human conduct, abstracted from
our own consciousness' (RL VII: 218). Associationism would make thinking
arbitrary, would fail to show the rational patterns which govern sequences of
thoughts. But the implications ofassociation run deeper than the mere disruption ofcognitive discipline:
The process, by which Hume degraded the notion of cause and effect into a
blind product ofdelusion and habit, into the mere sensation ofproceeding life
associated with the images of the memory; this same process must be
repeated to the equal degradation ofevery fundamental idea in ethics or theology. (RL VII: 220)

So itis not only the bare psychological explanatory scheme ofcommon sense
which is under threat. The eliminativist attack opens doubts about the integrity
and utility of related 'fundamental ideas': soul and self, art and agency, morals
and religion are all at stake. With 'the phantasmal chaos of association'
allowed to reign unchecked, the soul 'as a real separable being' is worthless and
ludicrous, 'present only to be pinched or stroked'. What place is there for 'the

10

Compare a remarkable transcendental argument put forward by Bishop Bramhall against
Hobbes' determinism: Hobbes' 'principles are pernicious both to piety and policy, and
destructive to all relations of mankind, between prince and subject, father and child,
master and servant, husband and wife; and they who maintain them obstinately, are fitter
to live in hollow trees among wild beasts, than in any Christian or political society. So God
bless me' (Bramhall 1841: 23). Determinism and associationism would threaren political
and domestic hierarchical relations, so they must be false. On this form of historical
argument against determinism see Sutton 1991.
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poor worthless 1', the 'mere quick-silver plating behind a looking-glass' (BL
VII: 219)? It follows from Hartley's philosophy, complains Coleridge (BL VII:
220), '[that] We only fancy, that we act from rational resolves, or prudent
motives, or from impulses of anger, love, or generosity. In all these cases the
real agent is a somethin.g-nothin.g-everythin.g, which does all of which we know,
and knows nothing ofall that itselfdoes.'
These are the passages leading up to advice on how to treat an eliminativist
(chapter II above). Such nonsense might be true of the deranged: but we're not
like that!ll Coleridge assaults Hartley's theory with all the rhetoric of dignity,
humanity, self, soul, and free will. The aim is to convict associationism of selfrefutation, by suggesting that authorship, action, and writing, for instance,
would be impossible. 12 On the associationist theory, Coleridge complains, his
own 'disquisition ... may be as truly said to be written by Saint Paul's church, as
by me', since it would render him a passive victim of external causes (BL VII:
219; he does not mention the role ofinternal causes in Hartley's system). This is
somewhat paradoxical, given the nature ofthese chapters ofthe Bio.graphia literaria, in which he annexes others' bodies of thought 'into his manuscript to
supply a sustaining text that he can cover with marginalia: notes, interpolations, and revisions'. These 'ttaces left in a book', as Christensen (1981: 104-5,
109) says, allow Coleridge a borrowed home. Coleridge seems to have been led
into his methods of juxtaposition, rhetoric, and example, rather than actively
fusing them to the command ofa sovereign will. For Christensen (1981: 104),
Coleridge 'scarcely seems to have composed the Bio.graphia, ifby compose we
mean the act of an intending consciousness bringing disparate materials into
equilibrium' .
But in Coleridge's view, all the same, a system which would make 'the existence ofan infinite spirit, ofan intelligent and holy will ... be mere articulated
motions of the air' refutes itself without need of argument (BL VII: 220). For
Coleridge, it is self-evident that association presupposes thoughts to be associated and free will to associate them (BL VIII: 226-7). The active mind acts on its
conditions, sometimes, it is true, yielding, but often resisting, just as a 'small
II At least, we OU9ht not to be like that: in a dark mood, in 1801, Coleridge complained that

he had always lacked the 'self-directing Principle' and was, 'as an actin9 man, a creature of
mere Impact' (Holmes 1990: 315): his later attack on 'billiard-ball' associationism appears
in this light as a prescriptive wish to escape the causal nexus.
12 Willey too (1940/1962) is tempted by such a critique of Hartley: he wonders what our role
is, how we choose courses of action, whence earnestness derives, in a Hartleian world.
Compare modern self-refutation arguments, beloved of Popper and Eccles, against
determinism, which go roughly like this. If determinism was true, there would be no free
will. But then no one could choose to put forward a theory of determinism, no one could
write defences of determinism, and, obviously, no one could 'conduct a rational
argument'. As Churchland (1981) says in response to this remark of Eccles' , the argument
begs the question by assuming that philosophy, writing, and reasoned behaviour cannot
have causal explanations.
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water-insect ... wins its way up against the stream, by alternate pulses ofactive
and passive motion' (BL VII: 222). There must be an active power of mind, as
well as passive powers and the intermediate imagination. Coleridge concludes
with an attack on artificial memory schemes, which can only produce 'a confusion and debasement of the fancy' (BL VI: 223).13 Fusion must be controlled by
the will, through the imagination, or confusion results. Coleridge's ideal
fusions unite many into one, and subordinate multiplicity, reducing it to unity
(Willey 1949/1973: 30-1). Coleridge needed unity, hewrote, for his mind felt 'as
ifit ached to behold and know something great, something one and indivisible'
(in Willey 1949/1973: 12-13). Such unity could be found in the free will, which
Coleridge wanted to be the ultimate refutation of Hardey, but which actually
makes litde argumentative impact on the Biographia Iiteraria. Genuine unity, of
course, cannot be accessed by Coleridge: 'For if the will be unconditional, it
must be inexplicable / for to understand a thing is to see what the conditions of
it were, & causes-. But whatever is in the Will, is the Will, & therefore must be
equally inexplicable /' (in Christensen 1981: 94-5)'
Reid too retreats from the empirical to the solaces ofthe mysterious interior.
The self, for Reid, is a monad, separate from all its faculties. 14 Sometimes he
thinks of it as ethereally connected to the organic at some strange neural
centre: discussing the 'train of machinery' which God 'has made necessary to
our perceiving objects' , he follows the path ofthe physical motions from object
via medium to sense organ to nerves to brain, then notes that' Here the material
part ends; at least we can trace it no further; the rest is all intellectual' (Essays
11.2: 248a). More often the mind is simply asserted to be active and immaterial
(Essays 11.4: 251). A strong conviction ofthe sameness of' a man's' identity over
time is a necessary accompaniment of memory (II1.I: 340b), reaches 'as far
back as his memory reaches, [and] needs no aid ofphilosophy to strengthen it'
(111.4: 344a).
The self, for Reid, is permanent, separate from, and behind all mental states:
and personal identity, unlike the identity we ascribe to natural or artificial
bodies, is perfect, unambiguous, and admits ofno degrees. It is just as well that
the notion ofpersonal identity is 'fixed and precise' , since it 'is the foundation of
all rights and obligations, and ofall accountableness' (111.4: 345a-346b). Reid's
critique ofLocke on personal identity is well known. I conclude this chapter by
noting one strand ofit: Reid's third observation on Locke's doctrine.
13 Coleridge provides an intriguing alternative list of the 'Arts ofMemory': to aid
remembering it is useful to have sound logic, philosophical knowledge of causal facts,
'a cheerful and communicative temper ... a quiet conscience; a condition free from
anxieties; sound health, and above all (as far as relates to passive remembrance) a
healthy digestion' (BL VII: 2.23).
14 'A person is something indivisible, and is what Leibnitz calls a monad • •. I am not
thought, I am not action, I am not feeling; I am something that thinks, and acts, and
suffers' (Reid, Essays III: 4 ('OfIdentity'), 34Sa).
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Reid asks: 'Is it not strange that the sameness or identity ofa person should
consist in a thing which is continually changing, and is not any two minutes the
same?' (111.6: 352a). Whether personal identity is located in 'transient and
momentary' mental states or in the changing physiological states of body and
brain, no self could remain constant over time: identity 'has no fixed nature
when applied to bodies', while consciousness and memory are 'still flowing,
like the water ofa river, or like time itself' (III.4: 346b, III.6: 352a-b). Though
Locke himselfwas ofcourse 'too good a man' to have seen the abhorrent consequences ofhis views, they would erode the permanence of the self: 'and, as the
right and justice ofreward and punishment is founded on personal identity, no
man could be responsible for his actions' (III.6: 352b).
Reid's beliefin a higher centre, separate from specialised cognitive faculties, inaccessible to science, is one example of the entrenchment, after the
heyday of early modern neurophilosophy, of those common-sense values and
beliefs which their defenders thought would be disproved or undermined by
associative models of memory and mind. Social practices which depended on
the defeat of cognitive confusion were perhaps under threat: but the strong
model of the unified continuous self on which they relied was buttressed and
retained, at the cost ofa dissociation ofphilosophy from the empirical sciences
ofmind and self.

